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Welcome
Welcome to the fifteenth 
PASS Newsletter. Please send 
contributions or comments for 
future issues to: d.m.andrews@
qmul.ac.uk. The next newsletter 
will be in the new academic 
year.  Back copies can be  
found on the PASS webpage:  
www.qmul.ac.uk/undergraduate/
schools/educationliaison/wp/
pass/index.html  
All contributors receive  
a PASS mug…
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PASS	mentoring	2013	
celebration event

The organising team, Tanjina Ali, Khadhija Khanom 
(both Maths) and Kate Nevin (SLLF), helped by Nasira 
Ahmed (SBCS).  In centre, Marie Cruz, who took all the 
pictures featured here, apart from this one!

SEMS academic coordinator, Dr 
Hazel Screen, with SEMS mentors 
and organisers

Anel Kudebayeva, mentor in Electronic Engineering PASS (be-
low, front row, second from left, listening to Jason) summed 
up her view of this year’s event:

PASS 
alumnus 
Jason 
Lizarraga 
leads 
assembled 

mentors in an interactive session – 
once a PASS mentor, always a PASS 
mentor…

Having worked with a great team 
throughout the academic year, I have 
gained invaluable experience and 
developed my set of skills further as 
well as learnt important lessons in 
communicating with different people. 
PASS has given me the opportunity to 
do so. The celebration event at the end 
of a long way was a fantastic reward in  
a warm, friendly atmosphere!

Mentors	gathered	for	certificates	and	cupcakes	on	19	March

Geography mentors 
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Todun Akinremi (SEMS PASS) and 
Nabil Ishtiaq (Electronic Engineering 
PASS) represented the scheme 
in a presentation to Queen Mary 
staff at the Teaching and Learning 
Conference on 16 January.  They 
took a range of questions from the 
audience and were thanked for 
their well-received contribution by 
the Principal, Simon Gaskell, who 
was chairing.  Todun and Nabil 
are pictured below and the whole 
presentation is on the Learning 
Institute website:   
www.learninginstitute.qmul.ac.uk/ 
lta/events/tldrapers/

Professor Les Ebdon, head of The 
Office for Fair Access (OFFA), was 
introduced to PASS mentor and 
SEMS PASS student organiser, Juned 
Uddin, when he visited Queen Mary 
to meet the Principal and other senior 
colleagues in January.  (The role of 
OFFA is to approve and monitor ‘access 
agreements’ in order to promote 
and safeguard fair access to higher 
education for lower income and other 
under-represented groups following the 
introduction of higher tuition fees in 
2006-7.)  As well as explaining about 
PASS from the inside, and conveying 
his enthusiasm for the scheme, Juned 

also talked about the work he does 
as a Widening Participation student 
ambassador.  Anne Setright, Head of 
Outreach and Widening Participation, 
was also present and was delighted 
by Juned’s contribution.  She 
commented: Professor Ebdon was 
extremely interested in what Juned 
had to say, and we were all very 
impressed by his thoughtful, lively 
and articulate contributions. He was 
a credit to SEMS, to PASS, and to our 
student ambassador team.

Queen Mary Careers adviser, Dr Maya 
Mendiratta, ran a session on 30 January 
especially for PASS mentors soon to be 
looking for jobs, or just planning ahead.  
The focus was on a common feature of 
many interview schedules, the group 
exercise.  After working in groups with 
fellow mentors sharing similar long-
term career goals, each group received 
feedback from Maya, assisted by Fathea 
Khanum and Michael Bennett from 
Widening Participation.  

SEMS mentor, Ahmed Pandor, wrote: 
As regards the group interview session, 
I thought it was very insightful and 

PASS mentors 
at Queen Mary’s 
Teaching 
and Learning 
Conference

PASS mentor 
engages with 
national figure

QM Careers help PASS 
mentors work in groups

incredibly beneficial. We were provided 
with excellent group and individual 
feedback and I thoroughly enjoyed the 
session. Thank you for organising it 
and it would be undoubtedly useful to 
students to run this seminar at least 
annually, if not more often.  

SBCS mentor, Emily Jane Ragandap, 
also thought this session was too good 
to be a one-off, so let’s hope Maya has 
her diary ready!  Emily concluded: I 
really appreciated the feedback and the 
advice we were given in the session. 
I would highly recommend running it 
again next year.

Left to right, Kelichi Arinze (Geography), Jackie Mong 
(Geography), Henna Akram (SEF), Po Hu (Electronic 
Engineering)

Left to right, Juned Uddin (SEMS), Tayo Akindeinde 
(Geography), Ethan Jean-Marie (SMS), Anna Carter (SMS), 
Gabriela Dale (History and Politics)

Juned Uddin, putting PASS at 
Queen Mary on the national 
stage
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Former PASS student organisers came 
back to support current mentors at 
this year’s celebration event (see 
above).  Pictured left to right are, from 
Imperial, Kareem Khazem (former PASS 
Computer Science organiser); from 
UCL, Martin Rosillo-Lopez (former PASS 
SBCS organiser) and, from financial 
information services firm, Markit, Jason 
Lizarraga (former Electronic Engineering 
PASS organiser and speaker at the 
event).

Luke Armstrong (SMS mentor 2010-12 
and joint organiser 2011-12) describes 
how employment has not broken the 
mentoring habit:

Last summer, I was in that notorious 
boat that many students find themselves 
in – I’d done the work, got my results, 
and I was geared up to graduate. 
Sounds great, until you remember that 
you need to work out what to do next.
I did, however, manage to secure myself 
an interview as an Analyst Programmer 
with a software house in London Bridge 
shortly after graduation. I just had to 
make it through. I did all the normal 
planning and practising but when it 
actually came to the interview, I found 
I had plenty to talk about. Of course I 
drew upon all sorts of experiences I’d 

had at university, but PASS mentoring 
gave me a lot of material. I don’t think I 
realised, until I was sat in the interview 
room, how many skills PASS had 
allowed me to develop and practise, 
from team working and decision-
making, to planning and communication 
skills.

My job allows me to not only draw 
upon my Maths background for the 
programming, but dealing with clients 
and projects has let me also continue 
the social and interactive parts of work  
I learnt to love as a PASS mentor. 
I do miss working with people in helping 
them to understand Maths, so I will 
confess that I take part as a volunteer 
mentor once a week to help with Maths 
A Level. I suppose once you really get 
your teeth into mentoring, it’s hard to 
then let go!

Leo Hansel (History mentor 2010-12 
and joint organiser 2011-12) says he 
enjoys being ‘kept in the loop’ with PASS 
via the newsletters.  He is continuing to 
pursue his varied interests:

I am currently working for an 
international IT services provider 
called FDM, training as a IT Project 
Management Consultant. I have five 

weeks of training remaining and an 
additional four weeks until I am placed 
with my first client, who will more than 
likely be a retail or investment bank, 
as these are FDM’s principal clients. 
Personally, I would prefer working with 
FDM’s media and telecommunications 
clientele, as I begin my Orchestration for 
Film and TV masters in July too. Despite 
my industry preference, I am learning 
more about the close relationship 
between finance and technology, so 
this is a great industry to work in for 
the foreseeable future. 

As a History graduate, this is a fantastic 
opportunity to gain two years of 
experience and convert myself into a 
business and IT professional having 
not studied these subjects for a degree, 
which is prerequisite for gaining a place 
on FDM’s graduate scheme. 

Avan Mohammed,  one of the pilot 
mentors for Dentistry PASS, back in 
2008, and now qualified, saw current 
PASS posters while working at the Royal 
London. She contacted Dentistry PASS 
coordinator, Dr Rob Whiley, to say she 
was keen to get involved again. Thanks 
to her, mentors have been mentored as 
she has been given some of the current 
senior mentors help with their own work.

Alumni news



Falak Ansari, SBCS PASS mentor and 
final-year Biochemistry student reflects 
on her experience of mentoring:

I was recommended by my tutor to join 
the PASS mentoring scheme. I have 
found PASS mentoring a very rewarding 
process and have thoroughly enjoyed 
meeting with students from different 
academic years. In SBCS, mentees 
have come for support, guidance and 
help on all sorts of things ranging from 
where to eat to dealing with difficult 
assignments. I think PASS mentoring is 
an outstanding service that helps bridge 
the gap between students and academic 
staff and one where both benefit greatly. 
Most students feel more comfortable 
approaching students for help because 
they feel more at ease and academic 
staff could invest the time in other 
areas of student needs. I feel great joy 
knowing that I have been able to help 
students make their university life more 
enjoyable. I think PASS has been a great 
experience and I would recommend 
all students to either become mentors 

PASS mentors are well known for 
their inventiveness in getting a point 
across and Dentistry mentors have 
been doing so to great effect this 
year.

An SBCS mentor reflects Low and high 
tech in Dentistry 
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themselves or take full advantage of this 
great service while studying at Queen 
Mary.  

Two students mentored by Falak offered 
to give their side of the picture (thus 
representing all the PASS mentees 
who leave encouraging and satisfied 
comments on the weekly session sign-in 
sheets). Psychology student, Amrit Kaul, 
found SBCS PASS very useful, not least 
with exam tips. Amrit concludes:

Falak has always been there whenever 
there has been something I don’t 
understand or fully grasp – she has 
been a real big support network this 
academic year.

Biology student, Arfa Saleem, agrees 
and said she has been inspired to put 
herself forward as a PASS mentor (read 
PASS News next year to find out what 
happened!) and was also grateful for 
Falak’s help.  Arfa comments:
She made me realize how important it is 
to understand the basics before learning 
in depth information.  

PASS mentor Ahmed Al-baiyaa demonstrating 
with a skull

PASS mentor Omar Munshi demonstrating via screen



Finding out more 
Anyone reading this newsletter is likely 
already to be involved in some way in 
PASS at Queen Mary. However, if there 
is anything about which you would like 
to know more (or if you would like to 
contribute to the next edition of this 
newsletter), please contact:

Dr Debbie Andrews, Peer-mentoring 
and Transition Coordinator (Widening 
Participation Team, Directorate of 
Marketing and Communications): 
d.m.andrews@qmul.ac.uk  

Below is a list of the key PASS people 
in schools and departments. These 
are the academic coordinators and the 
undergraduate student organisers, each of 
whom is a PASS mentor leading a team of 
mentors. 

Biological and Chemical Sciences
Student organisers
Nasira Ahmed 
n.ahmed@se11.qmul.ac.uk

Saarah Ebrahim  
s.ebrahim@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Jeyrroy Gabriel   
j.a.gabriel@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Caroline Brennan 
c.h.brennan@qmul.ac.uk

Computer Science
Student organisers
Marie Cruz 
mdc30@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Zygimantus Raugus 
zr300@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Tassos Tombros 
tassos@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Dentistry
Student organisers
Nikki Georgiadou 
n.georgiadou@smd10.qmul.ac.uk
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Meenakshi Kumar 
m.kumar@smd10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Rob Whiley 
r.a.whiley@qmul.ac.uk

Economics and Finance 
Student organiser
Henna Akram 
h.akram@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Guglielmo Volpe 
g.volpe@qmul.ac.uk

Electronic Engineering
Student organisers
Kavinda Edirisinghe 
kpe30@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Nabil Ishtiaq 
ni300@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Tassos Tombros 
tassos@eecs.qmul.ac.uk

Engineering and Materials 
Science 
Student organisers
Todun Akinremi 
ef09125@qmul.ac.uk

Juned Uddin 
j.uddin@se11.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Hazel Screen 
h.r.c.screen@qmul.ac.uk

English 
Student organisers
Jesse Ashman 
j.j.ashman@hss11.qmul.ac.uk

Lauren Blackburne-Tinker 
le10051@qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Rhiannon Moss 
r.s.moss@qmul.ac.uk

Geography 
Student organiser
Rebekah Soen 
r.soen@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Alastair Owens 
a.j.owens@qmul.ac.uk

History 
Student organisers
Darren Addai 
d.addai@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Chloe Capone 
c.capone@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Matt Jacobsen 
m.j.jacobsen@qmul.ac.uk

Languages, Linguistics  
and Film
Student organiser
Kate Nevin 
k.nevin@hss10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Kirsteen Anderson 
k.h.r.anderson@qmul.ac.uk

Mathematical Sciences
Student organisers
Tanjina Ali 
t.akhtarali@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Khadhija Khanom 
k.khanom@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Juan Valiente-Kroon  
j.a.valiente-kroon@qmul.ac.uk

Physics 
Student organiser
Jonathan Cheyne 
j.cheyne@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Joshua Underwood  
j.underwood@se10.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Jeanne Wilson Hawke 
j.r.wilson@qmul.ac.uk


